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Abstract:

NA secondary structures are known to be importa
the secondary structure of an RNA sequence hasthe secondary structure of an RNA sequence has
have been proposed to predict it. Although the ma
pseudoknots (base pairs crossing each other) are
of pseudoknots makes the secondary structure pr
algorithms aim to reduce the computational comp
As a result, there remain secondary structures of 
cover. This talk will present an efficient algorithm 
in Rfam database. Our algorithm is based on a nein Rfam database. Our algorithm is based on a ne
(called Rectangle Tree Grammar (RTG)) that sign
modeled. A training set consists of RNA sequenes
rule transitions and rule-base emissions are calcu
unknown secondary structure of an RNA sequencunknown secondary structure of an RNA sequenc
up the most probable structure. This process take
sequence. The accuracy turns out reasonably hig
structures that RTG predicts are higly similar to th
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ant in many biological processes. Predicting 
s been a well studied problem as many algorithmss been a well-studied problem as many algorithms 
ajority of RNAs fold into simple secondary structures, 
e found in almost all classes of RNAs. The existence 
rediction an NP-hard problem. Most existing 

plexity by considering a restricted set of pseudoknots. 
known RNAs for which no efficient algorithms can 
that can handle all RNA secondary structures found 
ewly designed stochastic context-free grammarewly designed stochastic context free grammar 
nificantly expands the class of structures that can be 
s with known structures. Probabilities of grammar 
ulated based on this training set. To determine the 
ce a dynamic programming algorithm is used to pickce, a dynamic programming algorithm is used to pick 
es O(n6) time, where n is the length of input RNA 
gh, with PPV and sensitivity over 75%. Moreover, the 
he real ones. 
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